MOLDED TOP

NOTE: CUT MOLDED TOP OFF AND CUT BOTTOM FLANGE WHERE MOLDED PRIOR TO TIGHTLY WRAPPING AND FLASHING PENETRATION. HOT-AIR WELD WRAPPED SEAM AND BOTTOM FLANGE TO MEMBRANE.

CUT LINE

PRE-MOLDED "WRAPID FLASH" FLASHING

FTR #101 SEALANT
STAINLESS STEEL
WORM GEAR CLAMP

PIPE PENETRATION
FTR PRE-MOLDED "WRAPID FLASH" PIPE FLASHING

FTR FASTENER & STRESS PLATE IF SPECIFIED (MIN. 2 FASTENERS)

HOT AIR WELD
FTR OR FTR-FB MEMBRANE

INSULATION ATTACHED PER SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

---

GENERAL REFERENCE:
"FTR GS 02/13"

APPLICABLE SYSTEMS:
"FTR MA 02/13"
"FTR AD 02/13"
"FTR BA 02/13"

PRE-MOLDED "WRAPID FLASH" PIPE PENETRATION FLASHING
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